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Abstract: This paper is an attempt to study the effectiveness of projective techniques in exploring the brand image of ego-sensitive brands, possessing minimal functional differentiation. The paper examines four finest perfume brands. Two metaphor based personification methods—mood-boards and job-sorting are employed to study the association that the participants have with the brands. Both the methods are open ended assignments to decipher how participants think or feel about the research object in question. The study analyses the congruent validity of the two methods and differences in their ability to personify the chosen brands of deu. Both the methods yielded almost similar outcomes, thereby reiterating that the two methods possess congruent validity. The latter part of the paper analyses the brand personality characteristics that were connected to the celebrities and jobs thus connected, as identified in the mood-boards and job-sorting exercise respectively. SWOCC Brand Personality Scale, which is a further elaboration of Aaker’s brand personality research, was used to provide a list of the personality characteristics. The study however faces a limitation of the failure of the translation from the projective results into personality scores dimensions. This raises a serious concern if it is at all possible to validly translate overall projective data into analytical scores and if it is so then what would be the ideal procedure to do this.
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Introduction

The Brands exercise an overwhelming influence on consumers. Consumers use a mix of both rational and emotional considerations in eventually deciding on the brand to purchase. A lot of consumer choices are governed by the right side of the brain, that has too little to do with reasons and logic but too much to do with feelings and emotions. We all purchase products from time to time based on how they make us feel from a strictly functional or utilitarian standpoint. Effective branding should thus appeal to both the right and left sides of the brain. This emotional consideration is what the marketers need to identify, explore and develop. This necessitates a rigorous investigation on the emotional aspects of a brand—Brand Image and Brand Personality.

Qualitative research is the most appropriate technique for uncovering the feelings, attitudes, emotions and motivations associated with the purchase of brands. Quantitative research, using pre-structured questionnaires fails to capture the entire gamut of reasons and intentions-to-buy. A still more complicating fact is the
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inability of respondents to express their views on image or personality of a certain brand using a standard vocabulary on a structured scale. Projective techniques help to overcome this problem inherent with the use of quantitative research.

**Literature Review**

Morrison et al.[25] define projective research as “Projective techniques involve the use of stimuli that allow participants to project their subjective or deep-seated beliefs on to other people or objects”. Projective techniques “provide verbal or visual stimuli which, through their indirection and concealed intent, encourage respondents to reveal their unconscious feelings and attitudes without being aware that they are doing so”[37]. Projective techniques are usually sub-divided into five categories of methods-association, completion, construction, choice ordering and expressive.[13, 37, 11, 25, 6] In each of these methods, the respondents are provided with an incomplete stimulus which they need to complete by associating, completing, constructing, choosing and expressing. The categorization is based on the tasks given to participants. Association tasks require respondents to respond to a stimulus by the first, image or thought elicited by the presentation of stimulus [11, 37]. Completion tasks require participants to complete an incomplete stimulus which may be a story, sentence, argument or conversation. Third person questioning and bubble drawings are typical construction techniques that help in exploring feelings and attitudes without being defensive and having personal accountability for the responses. Expressive tasks require participants to draw, enact, role play a specific concept or situation [11, 13, 37]. Projective techniques are often labeled as disguised and unstructured because the respondents are unaware of the purpose of research and the researcher does not determine or limit the response alternatives [21].

Metaphors are a method that is truly projective in nature. Participants are asked to connect the research object to a phenomenon from an entirely different domain. This involves a combination of association and expressive methods. Literature abounds in examples of use of metaphors for research purposes. Oswick and Montgomery [26] asked managers to compare their organizations to animals and car parts. Grady et al [14] developed a metaphor based questionnaire called images of schools through metaphors (ISM) to determine the image of a school. Grady’s questionnaire stems from the work of Steinhoff et al [31] and Owens et al.[27] and was developed by assembling a set of metaphors in the form of simple questionnaires through workshops consisting of teachers and students. A special class of metaphor based research techniques are personification methods. Personification methods require respondents to compare the research objects with people rather than with cars, trees, animals etc. Photosort is the most commonly employed personification method, where participant is shown a large number of photographs of a wide range of people in varied settings and they are required to connect the photographs to the objects of research which may be brands or organizations [34].
Projective Techniques in Practice

Haire’s shopping list study is the first published study on projective technique in consumer literature [15]. The prime focus of the study was consumers’ image of Nescafe instant coffee, then an innovative product in households which traditionally used drip coffee. Marketers speculated that the product would not receive unequivocal acceptance with consumers. The reason for apprehension was that the ease of making the coffee (instant coffee) had all likelihood of challenging the image of the women as a caring, nurturing, committed, and competent and a doting housewife. The objective of Haire’s study was thus to explore the consumers’ attitudes towards the innovative yet controversial product. Thus, he tried using the indirect approach of questioning with projective technique.

For the conduct of his study, he prepared two shopping lists (A and B) which were identical in all respects except that one contained the innovative product Nescafe instant coffee while the other list had its traditional alternative that is the Maxwell Coffee House (Maxwell drip ground). The lists were administered to alternate subjects and individuals had no awareness that another list existed. Total participants for the study were 100 women from Boston area, 50 of them were subjected to list A and 50 were administered list B. The participants were required to read the shopping list and try to draw a profile of the women shopping for the items on the list.

The findings suggested that the Maxwell Coffee House shopper was described in a positive manner whereas the Nescafe shopper was described in a rather negative mode. The Nescafe shopper was rather viewed as being indolent, callous, inefficient and a poor planner, scheduler and organizer. As against this Maxwell Coffee House shopper was viewed as being loving, affectionate, committed and as having concern for the family. Haire [15] conducted two more studies to understand the findings from the initial Nescafe instant coffee experiment. Haire’s shopping list study has been replicated several times since its publication in marketing research literature [2]. These replications have given useful insights on the methodology, validity, reliability and utility of projective techniques in consumer behavior and marketing research. A few more published studies on projective techniques have examined the meaning in gift giving [24]. Some studies have emphasized the need for marketers to connect with consumers and evaluated the measurement capabilities of lifestyle typologies [23].

Projective techniques enable the researcher to explore unreachable beliefs, attitudes, values, motivations, personality, cognitions, and behaviors [11, 12, 37]. Being disguised interventions, they prevent respondent bias from distorting the results.

Another advantage of projective technique lies in their ability to explore the situation and generate, supplement and verify hypotheses in consumer behavior studies. The hypotheses thus generated can later be tested through methodologies like panel studies, surveys and causal research.
The third advantage arises from the fact that the technique places very nominal cognitive demands on the respondents. Reading, comprehending and responding to instructions is not needed and hence data is not limited by cognitive abilities of the respondents and permit the researchers to measure beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, feelings and motivations of the respondents better than direct questioning used in quantitative research.

On the disadvantages side, lies the complexity of interpretation of largely unstructured data. The researcher should be adept at decoding the data culled from the projective stimuli. The researcher needs to be specially trained in conduct of projective technique and the analysis of the emerging data [11]. Respondents’ comfort levels also affect the effectiveness of the technique. Some respondents might not find themselves comfortable with role playing and other expressive techniques. Another disadvantage of projective techniques is the reliability of the instruments [11, 20]. Reliability refers to the general consistency of the instrument [9]. Test-retest reliability refers to the stability with which a technique yields information over time. In certain situations, subjects’ responses should remain similar and highly correlated from when they are first tested to when they are later re-tested. However, in other instances, the researcher might expect responses to be affected by situational factors [9, 11]. Test-retest reliability is contingent upon the goals of the projective research and is a consideration when using projective techniques. There is much debate about whether repeated administrations of projective techniques should correlate or differ [20]. A second form of reliability is coder or interrater reliability. Interrater reliability refers to the extent to which two (or more) interpreters code the data in the same manner. If equally competent researchers interpret the data in a different manner, then interrater reliability is under suspect. Interpreting subjects’ responses to the projective stimuli requires a high level of subjectivity on the part of the researchers, and they may disagree about the underlying meanings of responses. Thus, interrater reliability is one of the major issues of using projective techniques and is often the target of criticism [8].

This paper describes the development and comparison of two personification based projective techniques for brand image research-the mood-board approach and job sorting task. The brands chosen for investigation were four brands of deus. The intent of the study was to distinguish the brands under study. Functional characteristics are inappropriate differentiators for ego sensitive products like deus where the purchase behavior is substantially connected with image.

The study employed two methods for investigation-Mood-board approach and job-sorting task. The study analyses the differences between the two methods and on their ability to personify the chosen brands of deus. The analysis involved two stages-an intermediate analysis for gathering an impression of the four deus brands. For this, we compared the types and number of celebrities (mood-boards) and jobs (job-sorting task) associated with each brand. The second was an analysis of brand personality characteristics that were connected to the celebrities and jobs thus
connected with each brand chosen for study. SWOCC Brand Personality Scale [33], which is a further elaboration of Aaker’s [1] brand personality research was used to provide a list of the personality characteristics (Table I). The scale has 73 different personality items, divided into 6 dimensions, some of which are further divided into facets.

**Method 1: Mood-boards**

Mood-boards are posters, collages or any design that may consist of images, text, clippings of objects in a composition of the choice of the mood-board creator. It is an open ended assignment to decipher how participants think or feel about the research object in question. The participants are free to clip whatever seems appropriate to them. There is essentially a non verbal rationale behind the method.

For the purpose of the current study, we tried to structure the responses by asking the participants to identify the celebrities that in their view were typical of the four deu brands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. SWOCC Personality Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentleness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruggedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annoyance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: [33]*

Each participant was provided with 10 magazines, 2 each of 5 different genres- Lifestyle, Sports, Entertainment, Politics and Films. Also provided to them were four large sheets of paper bearing the name and logo of one of the four deu brands under observation? The participants were required to go through each magazine and identify an appropriate celebrity or person that they could identify the deu brand with and then paste it on the sheet of paper of that particular brand. The collage had to be adequately filled. This phase of the research resulted in four collages per participant, one for each brand of deu.

In the second stage of the session, the participants were required to assign each celebrity thus appearing on the mood-board to a dominant personality characteristic. They were to assign an item from the earlier mentioned SWOCC Personality Scale for each celebrity they identified each deu brand with.
The above exercise was conducted with 16 participants belonging to the age group of 20-35, who are all potential buyers of finest deu brands. The male female ratio within the group of participants was 1:1, keeping in sync with the consumer population.

**Method 2: Job-sorting Assignment**

8 jobs were selected based on a 3D grid (physical effort, intellectual effort and salary drawn), one for each combination of extremes on the three axes. Cards were used to represent various jobs
1. gardener
2. window cleaner
3. artist
4. gym teacher
5. professor/researcher
6. stockbroker
7. minister
8. lieutenant-colonel

Corresponding to each job, a laminated card bearing the picture and name of the profession was made. A well-known cartoon character (Mickey Mouse) was used to portray the doer of the job on the cards, so that the participants judge exclusively on the characteristics of the job and not on the looks, gender or expression of the person depicting the job. Four more cards were made bearing the logo and name of the deu brands.

As with the mood-board session, the participants were offered the alphabetical list of 73 personality characteristics and were asked to assign each job to a dominant personality characteristic. The participants were then required to select three personality items for each job that is presented in a random order. They were free to use the personality items in both positive and negative ways. In the second part of the session, they were given the four deu brand logo cards, and were asked to match every brand with one of the job cards.

The number of participants for this job sorting session was 100 potential buyers of finest deu brands with the male female ratio of 1:1.

**Findings of the mood-board study**

The mood-boards study resulted in 64 collages. The number and types of celebrities selected by the participants and a general impression of their associative activities was made. The following are the observations made from the mood-board study.

- It was not quite difficult for participants to connect celebrities quite emphatically and exclusively with one brand compared to the other three brands. Thereby implying that the four deu brands enjoyed distinct associations and images.
• The mood-boards for brand B were inadequately filled. 2 participants had left the entire mood-board empty. This indicates that brand B has quite a weak and meaningless image and participants cannot associate meaning with the brand.

• There were astounding differences between the types of celebrities associated with the given three brands. Mood-board for brand A typically had local celebrities. This confirms to the plain, simple, ordinary, local and accessible associations with Brand A. The mood-boards for brand B were not filled enough to connote any meaningful association. Brand C included stars, singers both rock and pop, artists and a few icons from diverse walks of life. This refers to a quite exclusive, creative, artistic, aesthetic, independent and an achiever’s association with the brand. Brand D had versatile associations both in terms of age and types. It had athletes, members of the royal family and popular singers. This indicates that brand D is a broadly accepted brand enjoying patronage across all ages and lifestyles. Brand D is thus an established, prominent and broadly accepted brand.

Findings of the job sorting study

The job sorting study yielded a frequency score of the different jobs connected to the four deu brands. The job scores per brand ranged from 0-100. In a hypothetical situation, where all participants connect the same job to the same deu brand, a maximum score of 100 is reached.

• One of the jobs that was hardly associated with deu at all was that of a researcher/professor. The professor/researcher scored abysmally low on all the four brands.

• Brand A was quite often associated with a gardener (25 times), window – cleaner (23 times) and a gym instructor (15 times) and never ever with other job categories. This refers to the simple, ordinary, unhyped and accessible associations with Brand A, same as that detected in mood-board study. Brand B had no high or low scoring jobs in particular, which indicates the existence of weak and meaningless association with the brand, as found even in the mood-boards study. Brand C had especially high scores on artist (30 times) and very low scores on the minister (5 times) and emphasizes on its artistic and exclusive image. Eventually, brand D was often associated with stockbrokers (30 times) and rarely with artists (3 times), which highlights the brand’s established and prominent position.

The two methods have given an appreciable insight on the image of the four deu brands. They have been able to highlight the differences between the four brands and the results of both the methods are in sync with each other, that is, point in the same direction. This indicates the methods’ congruent validity.

Personality Characteristics

Both the studies employed a 73 item personality scale. The scale had six underlying dimensions-competence, excitement, gentleness, ruggedness, annoyingness and distinctiveness. In the mood-boards study, the participants were
asked to assign one personality item to each celebrity that they identified the brand with, in their collages. In our analysis, we totaled the number of personality items per dimension for each deu brand. For making the comparison easy, percentage scores of the six dimensions were computed by dividing them by the total number of personality items mentioned and multiplying the outcome with 100 percent. Similarly, with the job-sorting study, the participants had to assign three personality items to each job. Each deu brand was connected to one of the eight jobs and a total of 300 personality items were attached to each beer brand. A percentage score per dimension was calculated for each brand.

Tables 2 and 3 represents the six personality dimensions for the four deu brands chosen for the current study. The degree of overlap between the two studies is established by computing the correlation scores, comparing the mood-boards and the job-sorting distribution for each deu brand. In all the four cases, the correlation was very high, varying from 0.84 (brand D, p<0.05) to 0.91 (Brand C, p<0.005). This is an indication that the two methods possess congruent validity, that is, despite using different personification methods and procedures, the results are quite comparable.

**Table 2. Brand personality scores (percentages) based on mood-boards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Brand A</th>
<th>Brand B</th>
<th>Brand C</th>
<th>Brand D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitement</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctiveness</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annoyance</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruggedness</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentleness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Brand personality scores (percentages) based on job-sorting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Brand A</th>
<th>Brand B</th>
<th>Brand C</th>
<th>Brand D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitement</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctiveness</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruggedness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentleness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annoyance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only consistent difference between the two methods lies on the annoyance dimension: in the mood-boards results, annoyance invariably ended up on the third place of the often-mentioned personality dimension; in the job-sorting results, annoyance was always last. Looking at the personality scores, it becomes evident that the similarities between the brands are more sharply defined than the differences between them. For all the four brands under observation, both the methods indicate that excitement and distinctiveness are the most important personality dimensions of deu brands. The
remaining four dimensions were relatively less significant. Differences between the brands were intermittent and not always consistent between the two methods. For example, in the mood-boards results, brand A scores relatively low on excitement as compared to the other three brands. Both methods reveal low scores for brand B on ruggedness, to the extent of being negative in the mood-boards study. Thus we can say that the translation of results of the two methods on the personality dimensions dilutes the discriminating value of the holistic results. The personality scores though present an overall image of the deu brands, appear to be less effective for highlighting the differences between the brands.

Summary
The paper attempts to use two different personification methods-mood-boards and job-sorting to investigate and compare the image of four deu brands. Also intended was to analyze the similarities and differences in the results of the two personification techniques used in the context of brand image research. The results were evaluated using two criteria:
1. the similarity or convergence between the two methods; and
2. the discriminating value of the two methods
The results were analyzed on two levels. On the level of holistic analysis, the two methods yielded largely similar outcomes, which clearly pronounced the differences in image between the four brands. The differences have some face validity too, as they very well reflect the differences in the advertising strategies of the four chosen brands. Referring to the next level of analysis at the personality dimensions level, the results of the two methods are quite approximate but less sensitive to the differences between the four brands. Despite this limitation, the paper highlights the practical implication of projective research techniques, especially personification, for brand image research. The participants for both the studies provided meaningful and sharp insights which could not have been generated with ease using traditionally accepted methodologies using questionnaires or interviews.

The research proposes a serious limitation of projective techniques by highlighting a serious difference between the two methods on the annoyance dimension. A plausible explanation for this appears to be the specific stimulus domain used for the study. This needs to be explored further as it can pose a serious threat to the validity of projective techniques. The second concern is about the holistic interpretation of results. Its not at all difficult to analyze the types of celebrities associated with the brand or count how frequently certain jobs are associated with the brand, but translating these holistic interpretations into judgments on the brand image appear to be a big leap. The third concern is the failure of the translation from the projective results into personality scores dimensions. This raises a serious question if it is at all possible to validly translate overall projective data into analytical scores and if it is so then what would be the ideal procedure to do this.
These concerns call for a systematic research attention for projective research techniques. It needs to be explored as to what extent these techniques and other possible measurement techniques produce comparable results. And are there aspects of brand image that can only or better be deciphered using projective techniques. It is indeed a highly creative research approach but more has to be learnt about its inherent strengths, weaknesses and limitations.
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TECHNIKI PROJEKCYJNE WYMIAROWOŚCI WIZERUNKU MARKI,
WIELKOWYMIAROWOŚĆ Z WYKORZYSTANIEM RÓŻNYCH TECHNIK W CELU
ZBADANIA I POPRAWIENIA OSOBOWOŚCI MARKI

Streszczenie: Niniejszy artykuł jest próbą zbadania skuteczności technik projekcyjnych w
badaniu wizerunku marek tzw. wrażliwych, posiadających minimum funkcjonalnego
zróżnicowania. Dokument ten bada cztery najlepsze marki perfum. Dwie metody, oparte na
metodzie personifikacji i sortowania pracy, zostały wykorzystane do badania uczestników
będących markami. Obie metody są jednostronnie otwarte w celu przypisania i rozszyfrowania
jak uczestnicy myślą o badanym obiekcie lub jakie mają uczucia względem niego. Badanie
analizuje zgodność tych dwóch metod i różnic w ich zdolności do uosabiać wybranych marek.
Obie metody dały prawie podobne wyniki, tym samym potwierdzając, że obie metody posiadają
istotną zgodność. Ostatnia część artykułu analizuje cechy osobowości marki, które
są łączone z gwiazdami i miejscami pracy, identyfikowane z wykorzystaniem tablicy inspiracji i rodzaju
pracy.

投影技術的品牌形象维度和使用各种技术来研究和改善的品牌个性

摘要:本文試圖研究的有效性投影技術在探索自我敏感品牌的品牌形象，具有最小的功能
分化。本文考察了4個最好的香水品牌。兩個擬人比喻為基礎的方法，情緒板和排序工作
研究的新酒店參加者與品牌的關聯。這兩種方法被譯為參與者的研究對象問題的思考或感
受是開放式的作業。這項研究分析了兩種方法的差異在他們的能力是選擇品牌的氘一致
的有效性。兩種方法都取得了幾乎相同的結果，從而重申，這兩種方法具有一致的有效
性。這就是名人和就業機會，連接，確定板的心情和工作排序工作被連接的文件後
面的部分品牌的個性特徵分析。品牌個性的規模SWOCC，是一個艾克的品牌個性研究
的進一步細化，是用來提供一個字母的個性特徵。然而，該研究面臨從個性射影幾十到
尺寸的翻譯結果失敗的限制。這就提出了一個嚴肅的問題，如果它是在所有可能有效的
數據轉換成投影整體分析的分數，如果是這樣，那麼這將是理想的程序做到這一點。